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HAPPY FINGERS®
Enables you to use all muscles of the hand in an appropriate physiological fashion.
Happy Fingers is Tiziano Poli’s brainchild, and has been studied and designed by
Politecnico di Milano University, together with a device with entirely medical
purposes based on the same principles, suitable for functional rehabilitation.
Happy Fingers® is particularly suitable for:
• instrumentalists wishing to improve nimbleness and movement control, as well
as increasing muscle tone, re-establishing balanced interaction between agonist
and antagonist muscles;
• solving shortcomings in training
• it is also available anywhere;
• it also radically cuts time needed for finger nimbleness exercises;
• it is useful to warm hands up before the performance;
• it only requires a few minutes of exercises each day to protect joints from
overload and to improve muscle tone.
Designed by Politecnico di Milano - Design Department
Liasing Research Team: Professor Marita Canina
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PRINCIPLES
In manual activity in general, and more specifically when playing an instrument,
muscular dissociation is an indispensable pre-condition for simple and natural
finger movement . Without being fully able to solely activate the truly necessary
muscle group, muscular action totally controlled by the user is actually very
difficult, and the consequence of this is : using much more muscles than would
actually be necessary . This leads to muscle imbalance, i. e. a lack of balanced
interaction between agonist and antagonist muscles . This imbalance may cause
impaired contraction speed, it may actually even lead to tendon and muscle
inflammation . Exercising with Happy Fingers® allows you to develop correct
muscular action, solely focusing on the muscle group to be activated, respecting
muscular dissociation criteria, and calling on the joints of the hand in a natural,
physiologically appropriate way.
The core idea behind finger movement physiological development, consists
in employing the fingers without PALM FLEXOR movement, which is often
unwillingly activated, as the instrumentalist (pianist, violinist, cellist etc.)
tries to provide more muscular strength for his/her fingers. Muscular
strength thus obtained leads to a lack of nimbleness in finger movement,
due to simultaneous action by muscles responsible for finger movement,
and by muscles "locking" the wrist. Exercising with Happy Fingers® provides
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training for the instrumentalist's hand, so muscle action is limited to what is
really needed, in this way the user thus totally controls finger movement.

DEVICE
Its parts are:
•➤ a foldable structure including a support base for the forearm, and a small
column with a pulley at the top of it . There is a small drawer, which may be
moved both sideways and horizontally (fig. 1.1-1.2) containing three springs,
providing different resistance levels;

fig 1.1 - small drawer placed horizontally

fig 1.2 - small drawer placed vertically
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•➤ an extractable part inserted within the support base, that enables you to
modify its length (fig.1.3-1.4);

fig.1.3 - extractable part

fig 1.4 - extractable part

•➤ support for the metacarpus constituted by a metal jumper, on which three
strips of wood may be added for height adjustment (fig.1.5);

fig.1.5 - jumper with strips of wood
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•➤ three small cables in different lengths:
➡ short for the thumb (fig.1.6)
➡ lungo per le ditaz (with small loop) (fig.1.7)
➡ lungo per il palmo (con asola grande) (fig.1.8)

fig. 1.6 - corto per il pollice

fig. 1.7 - lungo per le dita

fig. 1.8 - lungo per il palmo

Alle estremità dei cavetti si trovano un gancetto da infilare nell’occhiello della
molla e un asola nella quale infilare il dito o il palmo (fig. 1.9-1.10).

fig.1.9 - gancetto

fig 1.10 - asola
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ASSEMBLY

✓

Open the device and take out the catch placed on the right side of the
support base, make the catch snap shut when the small column is in a vertical
position, in order to secure it at a right angle. (fig. 2.1 - 2.2 - 2.3 - 2.4).

fig. 2.1 - snap-fit spring
on the support base

✓

fig. 2.2 extracted spring

fig. 2.3 - lifting the small
column

fig. 2.4 - small column
secured in a vertical
position

Adjust length of the base, by extracting it from back part (fig.2.5 - 2.6)
- ♣ see ADJUSTMENTS.
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The extractable part, when held in a vertical position, may fall from
its slot and fall on the floor, please apply the utmost care in
preventing damage to this part

fig. 2.5 - extracted base min.

fig. 2.6 - extracted base max.

✓

Insert the wood strip on the metallic base of the metacarpus support (fig. 2.7 2.8) - ♣ vedi ADJUSTMENTS.

✓

Insert the small hook from the cable in the spring's loop and put your finger
in the loop at the opposite end, making sure the loop is safely wrapped
around your finger, without exerting undue strain on it (fig. 2.9 - 2.10).
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fig. 2.7 - strip of wood
on the jumper

fig. 2.8 - strip of wood
secured in position

fig. 2.9 - small hook
inserted in the spring’s
loop

fig. 2.10 - finger slipped
through the loop

The device includes a safety catch to block the spring, in the
(unlikely) event in it may unhook itself

✓

Extract the locking device (fig. 2.11) and put the cable through the catch’s slot
(fig. 2.12)

fig. 2.11 - safety catch

fig. 2.12 - cable inserted in the safety catch
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POSITIONING THE DEVICE FOR FINGER EXERCISES
The device may be used both on the same surface as the forearm (vertical plane
exercises), and being held at a right angle with respect to the forearm (horizontal
plane exercises).
All fingers may be trained both on the horizontal and vertical
planes
FOR VERTICAL PLANE EXERCISES
Vertical plane exercises (fig. 3.1) involve flexing and extending and require placing
the device on the same plane as the forearm.

fig. 3.1 - vertical plane exercises, the device lies on the same plane as the forearm
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Long cables are to be used for vertical plane exercises

✓

Place the small drawer in a vertical position and hook the cable inserting the small
hook in the spring's loop, slip the cable over the pulley, through the safety catch,
making sure to align the cable, moving the small drawer sideways (fig.3.2 - 3.3).

fig. 3.2 - hook the cable to the spring with samll
vertical drawer

✓

fig. 3.3 - cable placed on the pulley

Place the jumper along the marked lines, starting from the second line closest to the
small column
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As exercises take place, the jumper may also be placed on the marked lines at the
back, to increase resistance of the spring (fig. 3.3 - 3.4).

fig. 3.3 - jumper placed near the small column

fig. 3.4 - jumper placed futher away from the
small column
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FOR EXERCISES ON THE HORIZONTAL PLANE
Exercises on the horizontal plane are for abductors and adductors, and require
the device being placed in a vertical position, with respect to the hand (fig. 3.5).

fig. 3.5 - exercises on the horizontal plane, with device at a right angle with the forearm

The short cable is to be used for exercises on the horizontal plane

✓ Hook the cable’s tip onto the spring’s loop and place the small drawer in a
horizontal position (fig. 3.6 - 3.7).
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fig. 3.6 - hooking the cable onto the spring’s loop

fig. 3.7 - little drawer in a horizontal position

For horizontal plane exercises the jumper (metacarpus support) is to
be aligned with the support base (fig. 3.8) in order to allow the palm to
be supported (particularly the 5° finger)leaving the thumb free to
move right underneath the hand (fig. 3.9).

fig. 3.8 - jumper aligned with the support base

fig. 3.9 - fifth finger supported by the jumper
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ADJUSTMENTS

METACARPUS SUPPORT HEIGHT

✓ You can find out correct metacarpus support height, by checking that, with

knuckles resting comfortably on the metacarpus support, the tip of the fifth
finger actually touches the surface (fig. 4.1 - 4.2).

fig. 4.1 - YES: the fifth finger actually touches
the support base

fig. 4.2 - NO: the fifht finger does not touch the
support base

If the finger cannot reach the surface, metacarpus support height is excessive
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EXTENDABLE BASE LENGHT

✓ For

vertical plane exercises extract extendable base, so its inclined part
enables the elbow to rest on the table’s surface, enabling the forearm to
stay in a horizontal position (fig. 4.3).

✓ For

horizontal plane exercises the extendable base should be wholly
extracted, so that metacarpus support may be placed at various distances
from the small column (fig. 4.4).

fig. 4.3 - elbow leaning on the table, with support
base protruding only slightly

fig. 4.4 - jumper further away from small column
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SPRING RESISTANCES
Exercising with springs, unlike weight-lifting, does not have the downside of having
to overcome initial inertia during the passage from absence of motion to
movement, making it possible to activate muscles as gradually as possible,
enjoying total control over them.
It is indeed possible to vary exercise intensity, by simply varying spring resistance
intensity, switching between springs, or increasing distance from which exercises
are to be performed.

Moreover, using springs lets you carry out both movement
speed and relaxation speed exercises, which cannot be achieved
with weights.
Spring resistance may be changed, just by using a different spring.
Springs facing the small column are arranged in a rising intensity
pattern, from left to right.
Furthermore, placing the jumper on the marked lines drawn on the base, you can
actually get intermediate resistances between springs, in order to achieve
progressive resistance in exercises - ♣ vedi EXERCISES.
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The user will pick the most suitable resistance level for himself/herself, paying
heed to instructions to carry out exercises appropriately, and bearing in mind
progression criteria, which are typical for any exercise requiring muscle control,
and muscle tone improvement.
Spring resistance levels have been calculated for 3 levels of intensity
➡ light spring, on the left: exercises for muscle dissociation and
contraction speed development
➡ medium spring, at the centre: exercises to improve muscle
dissociation, and muscle tone
➡ strong spring, on the right: exercises for wrist joint and forearm
pronation (optional)
USING THE MOST RESISTANT SPRING FOR FINGER MOVEMENT
IS NOT RECOMMENDED
Please note we disclaim any responsibility for any improper use of the
device.
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This is a handcrafted product, in compliance with directive EN 71-1:2011.
Each device is handmade, unique, and original, and can thus have small flaws
This product is free of chrome, of pentaclorofenol, and also of its salts and
esters, as well as of organnostannic compounds

HAPPY FINGERS®

Registered trademark - Patent Pending

Device for physiological exercise for the fingers
Designed by Politecnico di Milano – Design Department
Liaising Research Department : Professor Marita Canina

Marketing Manager dealing with product launch:
Tiziano Poli Via Lucca 36 Seregno (MB) - Italy
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Made in Italy
Product codes:
12 DE, Deluxe Edition NOCE
12 SE, Standard Edition FAGGIO

Device manufactured by Le Soprano

The device does not contain substances or materials harmful for the
environment

Copyright Tiziano Poli © 2012 - All rigths reserved
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